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SSU Graduates largest class======

. - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - , that office. Under
Rhodes leaderiday June 18, proved to be a
ship Ohio began
vet.'f important date for 357 people
placing a higher
dressed in black robes and multidegreee of attencoloredtassels on their mortarboards.
tion tohighereduIt was a time when a group of people
, cation. Currently,
were finally talcing another step of
Ohio .has more
their lives; it was the night of graducolleges and uniation, 1993. This was the largest
versities than any
graduating class in SSU history.
other state in the
The commencementaddress was
Union. Rhodes
given this year by the Honorable ------o~f-1-99_3_w_a-it-to_r_tt_ct_·v-e-th_t:i_r... emphasized the
need for jobs in
James A. Rhodes, former governor diplomas.
of Ohio who served four terms in
Ohio, and the con:L.

athi Jo Arnold
lLC Featw;es Editor
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Senate approves alternate loan plan

By Brian J} Overman
uc News Editor

On June l Othe Senate Labor and

Human Resources Committee ap.

proved an alternative to th~ .full
implementation of the direct govemm~t lending'of student loans.
The plan, constructed by Com~
mittee Oiairman Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy (D-MA) and Senator
Clairborne Pell (D-RI), attempts to
improve upon the current Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL} program
and the future implementation of
dir~t govemmentlending proposed
b:fthe Clinton Administration.
l'~ ·measure, which was ap.
·~ ,~ by a large margin, limits the
implementation of the direct gov;;.

ernment lending of student loans to charged to borrowing students/~
5%ofloari volume in academic year well as reducing students' interest
1994-95, 30% for academic.yeat . rates and lender yield on consoli~
1995°96, 40% in academic year dated loans.
These changes and others, like ·
1996'"'97, and 50% for the academic
the extension on loan delinquency
y~ of 1997-98.
· The planalsoestablishesacom~ periods, make this plan more apmittee which would be responsible pealing to students and lenders.
for monitoring the transfer todirect
The new plan would also change
. government lending. This national the current status t>f parent's PLUS
commission would also be respon- loans by requiring the use of mulsibleforauthorizingandoverseeing tiple disbursements instead of pro-the full implementation of the pro- . vidiitg lump sum payments, and ·
gram in 1998.
wouldcapPLUSloanlimitsaswell.
Other improvements in the new
The Kennedy-Pell plan would
alsoimplementco.st•savingchanges package include allowing schoois
including a reduction iri origination
fees and insurance premiums

tinual growth of Shawnee State as an
element of that growth.
In his address, Rhodes stated that
"every college graduate in Ohio is
entitled to a job.'' He added, '' And
you can do something about jobs in
South Central Ohio. We're not talking about dividing the wealth. Each
person has to earn it."
He also spoke of the particular
need for employment in the Portsmouth and Scioto County areas.
Rhodes stated that the only way to
obtain this goal would be through the
efforts ofleaders like Vern Riffe, Jr.,

Speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives who called Rhodes the
''true education govenor.'' Rhodes
was also presented an Honorary
Doctorate Degree by Shawnee State
President Clive Veri.
Special recognition was given
to Orville Ferguson, Sr. for his 23
years ofservice t6 this institution in
its various phases. Ferguson was
made the University's first Trustee
Emeritus honoring his achievementsatthe JW1e 18Boardoffrust-

See Grads pg. 4

NCA Report on CORE:
New director responds

By BUI Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief

Editor's Note: Recently, the University Chronicle hadobtaineda copy
of the North Central Accreditation
preliminary report. This is not the
final draft nor decision of the NCA,
but is the findings of the research
team sent in Winter Quarter. The
NCA research team allowed opportunity for all areas ofSSU to give an
opinion on the University and point
out achievements and failures. The
report discusses the University as. a
whole and details achievements.failures, and items ofyet to be addressed
by the University. The Chronicle will
start highlighting certain sections of

University Chronicle elects new

this report tofocus upon. This week
the Chronick is addressing the
Core c11n-ic11l11m.
The SSU's General Education
Core is an attempt to revitali7.e the
standard general education program
ofmcist colleges and approaches disciplines in an interrelated fu.shioo..
Currently, there are 50 hours of Core
COlrseSneededatSSU focthe~etion of a baccalaureate degree. SSU
started the program after natiooal
researchers criticized the standard
general education programs for not
adduced preparing college graduates for the modem environment.
Core contiued page 11

COMMENTARY:The Chronicle and SSU must meet the challenie of the future
By Bill Holmes .
UC Editor-in-Chief
v

With the resignation of our preeditor Kevin L. Zornes, I will

Bill Holmes, UC Editor

newspapers are generally run by a
be taking the reigns of The Univer- stafffrom that department as a mansity Chronicle as Summer Editor. I datory part of their studies.
was elected to this position by the
The staff of the University
staff.
Chronicle is composed of volW1I hope to reestablish the credibil- teers, and due to the combined efity and professional reputation that fortsof various supporters, full-time
has been damaged in the past. The staff members will begin to receive
Chronicle, as with any newspaper, class credit for their contributions
must be accurate and reliable and beginning with the Fall 1993 quarreport the news without bias. This is ter. This is a positive result of the
my goal: to enhance our reporting community consciousness that SSU
styles and show the SSU Commu- has been trying to promote, though
nity that The Chronicle, while often we still have much growing to do at
rough aroW1d the edges, is some- this paper along with the University
thing to be proud of at this Univer- as whole.
sity.
In the recent past, The Chronicle
Othet institutions are often im- ,has experienced myriad problems
pressed that a newspaper can be ranging from equipment failures, to
published at a University with no staff shortages, to erratic publicajournalism department. College tion schedules. Hopefully, the equip-

ment problem has been successfully
resolved.
I feel that I have assembled the
best staff this paper has ever had. As
editor, I am truly proud of the staff
and will enjoy w!)l'king with them as
a team. This group has an abundance
of intelligence, experience 1- and
strength. A regular publication schedule will be put into effect, with deadlines geared to permit the inclusion
of weekend events in the fo)Jowing
Tuesday's issue. My agenda is to
create a stable, streamlined organization that will withstand the tests of
time.
The recently published report of
the North Central A~iation expressed student criticism regarding
the newspaper's "tabloid" style. The
paper, like any organization, goes

through an evolutionary process.
The fact that the University
still has a newspaper at all is due to
the dedication ofthe editors throughout the paper's various manifestations. These individuals built the
foundation and provided the life
breath for the organization.
However, I wish to address the
concern regarding the unprofes- ·
sional style of The Chronicle raised
by the SSU community. I myselfdo
not subscribe to tabloid-style sensatio_nalism. Pop journalism is not a
substitute for the teal product. Unbiased news needs to be the core of
the paper. The use.of opinions in
news articles will not be tolerated
by this editor. The purpose of a

See Edito~ial pg. 2
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Student disagrees with SSU's--tuition policy
"The
Truth
Shall Not
Live
Quietly"
-Th.e Chronicle Motto

Dear Mr. Creamer,
I fail to see the logic behind
yourreasoning.astowhythetwentyhour credit hour limit is subject to
additional tuition fees. You stated
twice that you are trying to "stabilize the hours taken in four-year
programs.'' What in the world does
that mean? I call it penalization. By
rewarding the "slow-track students", your system penalizes the
more advanced students. The existing system barely allows a student to
graduate in five years. By slowing
us down you take our money for six
tosevenyearsinsteadoffive. lfyou
try to suggest that this move was for
any other reason than for increased

profits then you are living in selfdeception. Mr. Creamer, you also
stated that this tuition increase would
help us to competewithotheruniversities. A system like you are proposing, one that penalizes accelerated
students and rewards the ''slow-track
students", is backward and unequalled with other institutions, we
should want to step forward. The
powers-that-be here at Shawnee
State are victims of the small minds
that have captured Portsmouth and
this university. With these shortsighted moves, you have added to
the list of reasons why a student
wouldnotwanttoinvestinaShawree
State education. This University has

vecyfewfour-yearprogramstoattract
students, as compared to other
school!i. poor fimding and organii.ation of its classes, inadequate attention given to its athletic pursuits-just ask the soccer and volleyball
teams--and last but not least, the
endless inter-school bureaucracy,
i.e., the Shawnee State nmaround.
The contributions from the state to this
institution would be more if people
had a reason to come here and invest
in an education. The decision makers
atthisinstitutiondon'twant Shawnee
State to compete with other institutions nationally~Ifthey did, ideas like
yours would be frowned upon. A
university can only be as sttong as its

news article is not to direct readers
thoughts--that is the role ofan opinion piece. It is an insult to the
readers' intelligence to interpret the
news for them.
The North Central Report is
OUR "wak;eupcall", let's heed its
warnings. We have injected a breath
.offreih air into the system with the
esuiblishrnent oforganizations such
as the University Senate, one that
will be a dynamic and powerful
force in the universal governance of
the University, marking a major
transition from traditional governance enclaves such as the Student

Senate, University Faculty Assembly, and University Administrative
Assembly. The University is in the
process of making an overall transition from Shawnee State Community College to Shawnee State University, and correspondingly The
University Chronicle is also in a
transitional stage .
The new agenda does not mean
an end to investigative reporting for
The University Chronicle, only a
refinement of the practice. However, guidelines are necessary to
govern the process and ensure that it
is not abused. James Madison once ·

said,' 'To the press alone, chequered Chronicle is to protect the students
as it is with abuses, the world is by keeping them informed concernindebted for all the triumphs which ing events which affect their status
have been gained by reason 'and at the University. Knowledge itself
humanity over error and oppres- is power. Unfortunately, all inforsion.'' Investigative reporting is the mation is not positive and some will
heart and responsibility of all news- offend--that is journalism. The
papers and shall be continued in The Chronicle will not make the UniverChronicle.
sity and the world appear a better
I have addressed The Chronicle place, but will wooc to make them
and created a challenge for myself better. However, our job is not, in the
and the staff, now I wish to chal- words of Michael P-arenti, to "invent
lenge the rest ofthe University Com- reality." The Chronicle will be dedimunity'to define objectives and set cated to printing the truth and infonna course of positive action for im- ing the University Canmunity. The
provement. The objective of The truth shall not live quietly.

leaders. Students shouldn't be made
to pay first-class money for secondc~ treatment So,Mr. Creamer,show
scxne character and admit the
reason this move was made wai. ,.,
increase revenue.
Richard w: Knisley II

Editor's Note: Richard Knisley
gave a copy of the letter to The
Chronicle to beprinted. At his request
weforwarded copiesofthe leltertoDr.
Creamer, Vice-President ifBusiness
Affairs, andDr. Qive Veri, SSUPresident.

Commentary continued from page
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Are You Opinionated??
'

The Chronicle is in need of an opinion editor.
Anyone who is interested in the
position should contact Bill Holmes
in Massie 411 or Call 355-2278.
The Universi(J! Chronicle Letter to t~etEditor Policy
The University Chronicle encourages its readers to respond to the editor and express their views and opinionsohrtfolcs appearing ui the newSpaper
Address letters to: Letter to the Editor, The University Chronicle, SSU, Massie 411,940 Second·Street,l>ortsmouth, Ohio 45662. ~rs ma
also be personally delivered to the newspaper office in Massie 4 H.
.
·• _. . . _
_ · ..·••·.• .....
The best read letters are brief. Writerssttolild limiftheir correspondence to 150 words. The •Univeryity Clrron,cle reserves the ~ghtto
for length.
:
.· _· .
.. . .;
· . . , Y><: •··
The University Chronicle reserves the right to not publish letters containing obscenities, prpfaruty or libel. Tht. p,riversity,O ,r~~c~ ~seB.iij 9-J
right to limit publication ofletters ffom frequent writers. Th~ University Chri,nicle al$0 reserves the right t9 not 1>4bli~ ktkirs whicli ~peated hf .- .-.
newspapei..
.
. . . .. . . .
.
, .·_ ·_ •.... ·.· . _· .
.
. .. . }
, /
. •
All letten must be signed and contain addresses and telephone nu_mbers of writers for veritkation. Writers m~st,t¢#'at;,c,vetllelr~ •m~
Writers who penonally deliver letters to the newsp~r' otJlcema_y. be askedto.~Jto.\V id~ntifacation.<Qth~f.9~9fy<-'@~~'Yilfbe
·
for letters mailed to Tlrt!University Chronick.
· ··
·
··· ········· ··· ········ ····· ·· ·· · ·

~~le.tter .
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PortsMOUTH:Antique shoppes and -really nice crosswalks~~~~
By Brian Overman
UC News Editor

I have always thought Boneyfiddle was a stunning idea. Talcing
a series of old rundown buildings
and repairing them in order to sell
o
ndown items to tourists was a
marv'elous idea. As a matter of fact,
I ' y do spend many afternoons
bl... sing around at "All Things
Antiquitous'' on Second Street.
But the true genius of city council had not yet reared its ugly head.
To tum a few blocks of our downtown into a vintage shopping area
was great, but the idea to tear up all
of our pavement and revert to dirt
roads again was ingenious. That's
right, ladies and gentlemen, the days
ofhorseand buggyare back in Portsmouth. Everybody celebrate.

Everyone except those who
still drive cars, that is. For you it is
an extravaganza ofreplacing shocks and tires, and
many trips to the carwash.
Imagine that, you can jump
the new crosswalks/ramps,
installed with your tax
dollars. I can hear the
radio advertisements now,
the loud boisterous voice
proc lairning, ••Come to
Portsmouth and ride the
GIANT THREE-BLOCK
MUDPIT." It's going to
be monster truck central
before we can say •'tractor pull.''
And oh how I envy those lucky
souls on Third Street, who for months
now have not even had to drive to
these great recreational attractions.

All they've had to do is step out their
front door, and bang, they were in

six feet of mud.
Thedowntownbeautificationwas
a splendid ides. I'm sure that all of the
businesses are flocking to the downtown area. Marketing has always

taught that it is good for business to PortsMOUTH, should be being
have the street in front of your door used to provide incentives to busiclosed and heavy machinery nesses who could relocate into the
blocking the entrance. And all downtown area. It's just not good
of the businesses are going to business to beautify the neighborlove paying twice the previ- hood, so that you can raise the rent.
ous rent on all of the empty
Bring business in first, then
buildings on Chillicothe Street make a better shopping atmosphere.
just because of those lovely There has to be somewhere to shq>.
brick borders around the side- Coosumers couldn't care less about
walk.
thep-ettytrees! And the speed bumps/
And, of course, more par- crosswalks aren't a real plus either.
ents can shop downtown now City Council,get your act together 800
that they don't have to pay for do sanething foc PortsMOUTH.
In closing I would like to add
baby sitters. Who needs day
care now that they've turned the that I don't mind living in a city that
esplanade into a giam saoobox?
has a body orifice in its name. It just
Once 800 for all, this is idiotic. seems that if things keep going the
The money being used to transport way they are, maybe it's the wrong
the infamous billion dollar blue orifice!
cloud and to tear up every street in Brian Ovennan is UCNews&Jilor.

Code Blue: Medical training put to the test
By Roman Duvall
UC Staff Writer

Being a chronic allergy sufferer,
unable to breathe freely for the majority of my life, when I began to
look for a career to pursue in the
medical field, the logical one was
Respiratory Therapy. I figured that
I would be able to help other people
breathe easier than I have been able
to, so I jumped in with both feet back
in the Fall of '92, and to this point,
I feel I made the right career move.
Respiratory Therapy is a very rewarding, worthwhile, and sometimes scary ixofession for new stu.
1 entering the field.
The scary part of my studies did
not hit me until this quarter on one of

my clinical rotations in the hospital.
Throughout the first two quarters we
were told and warned by faculty and
secood-yearstudentsalike,aboutwhat
to expect when we went on our first
"Code" situation. Basically, a code is
an emergency situation when a 1»tient, for one reason or another, takes
a sudden turn fer the worse and is in
danger of dying. When 1his situation
happens,manyhealthcarei:rofessicnals are called to the scene in an effort
to save the i-tient.
They say you never forget your
first code, and they were right.
"Code Blue" rang out over the
hospital's intercom system and my
fell ow students and I immediately
went to the i-tient'sroom. When we

arrived, the room was J»Cked with concentrating to the best ofour abilvarious health care ixofessionals all ity to do what we were told to do, and
perfocming their specialized tasks in for our first code situation, I think
an effocttosave a man in the middle of we all did extremely well.
The real story of this situation
a heart attack.
Atoong aher things, Respiratocy was not what we were called on to
Therap~are responsible for making do, or even that we did it well for our
sure the patient gets adequate ventila- first time out, it lay in the interactionbyproviding 1:reaths via a manual tions between various health care
resuscitator bagtlrough a tube lllSSed professionals and in the bitter realinto the i-tient's trachea and to pro- ity that life can end at any given
vide CPR chest compressiom as well. second. The patient in this case,
unfortunately, did not make it, and
That is where we came in.
Each one of us took turns at after the situation was over, I realized
providing breaths by the manual how fragile life is, and that even
resuscitator bag, being careful to though one may have the most talmake sure we were bagging at the ented medical personnel overseeing
desired rate. That is where good ol' the situation, in the end, God has the
adrenalin kicks in. We each were final say.

Also interesting to me was the
precise and smooth-flowing interactions between the various medical departments. Respiratory
Therapy, Nursing, Physicians, Radiology, and the Lab were all working cohesively as a team in an effort
to save a life. Ifever the concept of
teamwork made sense to me, it did
on that day;
Any career in medicine is a
very rewarding one that will bring
the practitioner great personal satisfaction and teach them skills that
may help save a life. But, just as
important, I think, it is a career that
will, through real life experiences
not in textbooks, teachyoua thing or
two about life as well.

ter of fact, she took it pretty personally, and was really pissed off!
I am not exceptionally quick in
verbal arguments, so I kept my
mouth shut until she walked on.
I knew this lady wasn 'ta neighbor, so I watched where she was
going. The next day, I went to the
home of my n_eighbor whom she
had visited, and apologized for any
misunderstanding that had occurred. Maybe that makes me sound
like a weenie, but I do need to keep
peace with my neighbors.
My neighbor Mrs. Green, said
that the lady I had encountered was
her niece. When I asked Mrs. Green
what had made her niec~ so angry,
she told me that when I used the
phrase "their business" in speaking to my son, the niece thought I
was making a racial comment.

You see, Mrs. Green, her niece, have respect for the history of difand the Ii ttle boy are all ... Black...-or ferent cultures, I "judge" people
African-American ...
by who and what they are at the
point in time at which I know them.
And I'm not. ..
I hope no one judges me be.
It never dawned on me that
someone would think that I would cause I am six feet tall, or blonde.
say anything based on someone's I hope no one thinks less of me
color!!
because my ancestors came from a
I am not good at labeling different country. Does that make
people, that's why I don't know a difference in whether or not
what the current •'politically cor- someone will like me? I hope
rect'' term is for a person with a not!
brown complexion who is from a
I realize that a persons' heridifferent culture than mine! If a tage contributes to who they
label is absolutely necessary in a are, but if you like who they
conversation, I generally say that are, their past shouldn't matter.
someone is "of different ethnic
Can you imagine what kind
persuasion'' than myself.
of crap Mrs. Green's niece must
Perhaps this ignorance is some- have had to put upwithinherlife
thing I need to change. I have that led her to assume I was making
always believed, though, that a racial slur? I guess when a person
people are people, and while I has been put down enough (too

many) times, they must assume the
same thing will always happen.
I think racism is as wrong as the
abuse(anykind)ofanylivingthing

On racism:A personal experience,---~----

Diana L. Ulsh
UC Staff)Yriter

Early one evening, my children were playing outside when a
m, 'rand her young son (maybe
twu fears old) walked down the
sidewalk in front of our apartment.
My three-and-a-half-year-old son,
Michael, went over to them and
started to interfere with something
th( .. "e boywas doing. The mother
sht., J my son away, and continued walking. Michael just stood
there.
I was sitting on the front porch,
and as the lady moved away, I said
"Michael, that's their business,
not your business, you are not his
boss!! Come here!!''
. I thought this was a pretty innocent comment, but this lady obviously thought otherwise. As a mat-

a

- racism IS abuse.

I can't single-handedly change
the way this world is. I hope that
niy children will never judge
people by the color of their skin.
I also hope that ALL the people
who have been discriminated .
against, for ANY reason, don't
have to put up with it for much
longer.
.
Prejudice is ignorance, and
we, as college students, have no
excuse to be ignorant. We are
supposed to be educated, intel-·
ligent, enlightened people .
Maybe if enough of us actually
are, we will be strong enough to
change the world.

The University Chronicle
Grads continued from page
'

ees meeting.
SSU President Clive Veri stated
at the Bol!fd meeting earlier, " As
Trustee Emeritus, we will continue
to seek Orville Ferguson's wisdom.
His basic sensibilities, love of the
area, and respect for higher education made him an important part of
the University and we would sorely
miss his advice and common sense
if we were to say goodbye now.
Naming him Trustee Emeritus will
ensure that he stays close to Shawnee
State. " Also, Jeff Parks was honored for his two year position on the
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Board as student representative.
Members of this year's graduating class were awarded 319 associate degrees, 194 baccalaureate degrees, and eight certificates. Many
of the graduates were honored with
designations of summa cum laude,
magna cum laude, and cum laude in
recognition of excellence in academic performance.
Music for the commencement
was provided by the University Ensemble and the Gary Billups Ensemble. Variousperformanceswere
made by these two groups through-

April Sargent, UC photo editor Emeritus displays her
diploma with a resounding, "I'm outta here!" She
poses for her successor.
out the ceremony. An invocation
was given by the Reverend Monsignor William Marooo, pastor of St.
Mary's Catholic Church. The Pledge
of Allegiance was led by former Student Senate president David Jenkim.
The graduation cereroonies were
I

held outdoors for the first time, in
order to accommodate the enormous
crowd of family members, friends,
andSSU studentswhowerepresentto
acknowledge and celebrate the accomplishments of the Shawnee State
Class of 1993.

Photos by Martin Poston, UC Photo
Editor

i~~t!t:~a:!,ilit~t,
~
t~:
-----------------------~ ah.ssu
Willard E. Ford, staffwriter, brandishes the fruits of his work and prepares to take it to Number
Eleven.
'

sister institutionj willspen.dthe FaJl,

l993Quarter here.Thtf students w11l •pt;f <

.

housed .ih the student dorms-~eacff haVirtg
U.S. studentas:
a roommate.
.
.
.
.
Although the selection Qf Jhe SSU students
tospend the Spring 1994 Qm1rtet atNNSly
..

. will be tnade
.

Paul Huffman, quite possibly the most visible student on SSU's campus, makes his final appearance (maybe) in the UC, with former Staff Writer D. H. Stuart.
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News

Compiled By
Bill Holmes

epsi scare pereived to be over

(Washington) flie Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI) has found
no evidence to support the claims of
many Americans who have claimed
to have found foreign objects inside
12-ounce cans of Pepsi products,
primarily Diet Pepsi. These people
have claimed that items such as
hypodermic needles, screws, nails,
and other objects had been sealed
within cans, most likely at the bottling plant.
The Food and Drug Administration Commissioner David
Kessler stated, ''It is well-known
that even one report of possible
tampering can- and will- lead to
unfounded reports. It is a vicious
cycle.'' Investigators using forensic analysis and logic concluded
that tampering was impossible.
Kessler added, "The notion that
there has been a nationwide tampering is unfounded. It is simply
not logical." Kessler stated that all
false claims will be prosecuted.
Pepsi, since the first report on
June 10 in Tacoma, Wash., denied
the claims saying it was virtually
impossible to tamper with the products due to the procedure it goes
through during the sealing process, in which the empty unsealed
canister is turned upside down to
prevent contaminants from enteringthe cans. The president of Pepsi
started a media campaign to reassure customers that the product
was safe. This included a promotional video and appearances on
many of the morning news shows
on CBS, ABC, and NBC.
Arrests of people making
• -(raudulent claims are increasing.
he first arrest was in Pennsylvania, and other arrests have followed in Covina, Calif. and Albion,
Mich. Kelly Jo Fitzwater, 29, of
Beach City, Ohio was arrested by
the FBI on a charge of knowingly
mmunicating false information to
authorities. There have been seven
arrests to date.

Church officials
discuss national
policy on sexual
abuse

(N~w Orl~ans) The Catholic
bishops annual summer meeting in
New Orleans is dealing with the
sensitive issue of sexual molesta-
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tionofchildrenbypriests.Thegroup
sent a list of recommended reforms
to the Committee on Sexual Abuse.
The committee is designed to help
abuse victims and the families,
screen priesthood candidates,
and decide whether priests
found guilty ofabuse should
remain in the order.
A panel was created late
lastyear,composedofmedical experts, a victim of
abuse,andapriestwbowas
guilty of abuse, which will
exploredevelopmentofnational policy for the Church
regarding this issue.
The list of recommenelations included the following: not allowing a priest who has
been found guilty of abuse to work
around children, paying for coonselingforvictims,speedyhandling
of claims against the Church, ereation of a Church task force on
abuse, and establishment of a national ~y for prayer for victims.
Acti vist groups had wanted the
councilofbishopstoadoptapolicy
toward those in the clergy found
guilty of sexual abuse, rather than
merely create more recommendations. Children's groups and representatives feelthe Church is protecting the abusive priests rather
than punishing them. Authorities
are flooded with a stream of new
reports of sexual abuse in the
Church. The Catholic Church has
thus far paid over $400 million
dollars in settlements with victims
who claim that they were abused.
Currently Cardinal John O'Conner
has replaced a pastor at a church
where the priest was charged with
sexually abusing young boys.
Bishop John Kinney, Chair of
the bishop's Committee on Sexual
Abuse, said that his primary goal
was •'to make sure that all... bishops understand the depth and the
seriousness, the pain and the agony
of this problem, and why it strikes
at the very heart of the church's
trust.'' If the church passes such a
national policy, it would give the
public the perception that the
church is taking the matter seriously, say groups representing vietims.
Groups in New Orleans asked
bishops at the conference to take a
pledge that they would listen to
victims and not dismiss their claims
or attack them. None ofthe bishops
did. Barbara Blaine, president of
SurvivorsNetworkforThose Abused
by Priestssaid, "We've been treated
like the enemy once more."

Mystery disease
plagues Navajo
Nation

(New Mexico) The mystery illness that has infected the Southwest
has stricken the Navajo Nation incredibly hard says tribal leader
PetersonZah. Zahhasbeenin Washington, D.C. trying to get einergency funding for research in the
recent epidemic that has claimed at
least 16 victims, nine of whom have
been Native American. Zah represents200,000Navajosonthereservation. Zah stated, •'Now Navajos
are finding themselves shunned in ·
public places and businesses." He
added, "There is no medical basis
whatsoeverforsayingitiscausedby
Navajo people or our land. (But)
Navajos have been made to feellike
plague-bearers and lepers whose
touchistobefearedbythehealthy."
The emergency health funding
is needed so that the Indian Health
Service (IHS) does not deplete its
budget for the fiscal year. Zah says
~t the situation is likely to worsen
ifexpected cuts to the Indian Health
Service go through. Zah stated,
''These cuts are going to have a
devastating effect on Indian country." However, Patricia DeAsis of
the Indian Health Service said that
administrative, educational, and
non-medical positions will be eliminated first.
The 1994 budget of the IHS was
cut directly, resulting in the ·elimination of 515 jobs, and 217 new
positionsatfournewNativeAmerican hospitals and clinics were not
filled. Currently, IHS receives $1.6
billion in aid, $279 million for medical construction purposes, and ineludes wages and benefits for 14,436
full-time health care workers.
The disease, according to the
latest theory by the C.enter for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDCP), is sp-ead by deer mice and
the fleas on them. Apparently the
micecarrythediseaseintheirsaliva
and feces and spread it through the
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rid
Furthermore, the pact will alair. The CDCP believes that the
disease is not contagious. The ro- low Moscow to gain possession of
dent population has increased dra- the Ukraine's nuclear arsenal. This
maticaily due to heavy rains in the is in tenns with START I and other
spring that stimulated the growth of re4iated treaties which require the
pinon nuts, the principle food three states where Soviet nuclear
source of deer mice. Navajos arms were located to transfer them
have been asked to pfactice to Russia. Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and
rodent control in their homes, Belarus all contain nuclear arsenals
although killing the mice will within their borders.
not contain the spread of the
The pact puts an end to the deillness through fleas.
bate between the largest republics of
the former Soviet Union. Originally,
British AZT
the Ukraine wanted to keep possesmanufacture is sion of its nuclear arms to ensure its
protection, and demanded at least
questioned
partial control ofthe Black Sea fleet.
(London) WellcomePLC, The new pact sets up a defensive
the British manufacturer of alliance between Russia and the
AZT has economically benefited Ukraine, which guarantees the sefrom the marketing ofthe drug which curity of the Ukrai11e. The Ukraine
is used in the treatment of AIDS. would not surrender its armaments
Marketed under the brand name without such a clause. Both .sides
Retrovir, the drug accounts for 13 expect difficulty in passing the acpercent of the company's income, cord through their respective parliawhich translates into $328 million ments.
for 1993. The stock has sky-rockKravchuk is currently having
eted from $1.13 per share in 1986 to political problems in the Ukraine.
$5.22persharecorrespondingtothe
Ukrainian parliament has agreed
AZTbreakthrough.WhenAZTwas to have a national vote of confiaccepted in the United States as a dence for their leader on Sept. 26.
treatment for AIDS in early 1993 the The parliament did so to mitigate
price rose to $12.47 per share. The the demands ofstriking coaf miners.
company's total pre-tax profit was They are seeking higher wages to
approximately$778milliondollars. compensate for rapidly raising prices
However,thecompanyhasbeen on foodstuffs and utilities. The strike
charged with withholding informa- in the Donetsk region ofthe Ukraine
tion on the drug and keeping the has paralyzed the fragile economy
price of the experimental treatment of the former Soviet republic. If
high. Furthermore, some studies are Kravchuk fails to win a majority of
showing mixed results on AZT and the popular vote then new elections
its benefits for AIDS patients. Still, will be called.
the medical community feels that it
Hungarian nationaldoeshavesome benefit for extremely
ill patients. Many feel that A:ZT is ists call for Greater
only one aspect of AIDS treatment,
and that other compounds should be Hungary
(Budapest) Right-wing nationused in conjunction with it.
Jerome Horowitz, who devel- alistic movements have arisen within
oped AZT in I 964, stated that the Hungary, calling for the establishdrug buys time, but is not a solution ment of a Greater Hungary. Istvan
to the problem. Horowitz, 74, works Csurka, leader of the Hungarian
mainly in cancer research, rather path movement has stated that Hunthan the area of AIDS, and has not garians are in need of
received any Wellcome profits from "lebensraum" or 'living space'
and that '' Jews and the dilution of
the drug he created.
the Hungarian genes" are the reaMOSCOW' forges pact
sons for the problems in Hungary.
The movement wants to unite with
with the Ukraine
(Moscow) Russian President Hungarian enclaves in neighborBoris Yeltsin and the President of ing nations. Many of these groups
the Ukraine LeonidKravchukagreed support thl! nationalistic movement
to split the former Soviet Black Sea of a Greater Hungary.
Navy into two entities this year. The
Black Sea fleet is one of the largest Sources: Associated
navies in the world with over 350 Press, Reuters, USA
vessels and 70,000 military person- T~day, Cox News Sernel. The large naval ports in the vice, World Press Review, New York Times,
Ukraine, including Sevastpol, will and CNN.
be under joint control.
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Aristech Pendulum dedicatio-n
Nobel laureate speaks at ce"."emonies ·

By Anne Hackman
UC Copy ijditor

On Jwie 22, dedication ceremo. nies for the Aristech Pendulwn were
held in the lobby of the Vern Riffe
AdvancedTechnologyCenter. This
new addition to Shawnee State is a
replica of Jean Focault's work which
was displayed in 1851 at the Wald's
Fair in Paris, France,
ExtendingthewcncofCq>ernicus
and Newton, Focault used the pendulum to demonstrate the Earth's rotation on its axis. The peooulwn is a 82
kilogram (180.4 lbs.) brass weight

attached to a 8.1 meter (26,6 ft.) wire,
and its constant motion is due to the
electromagnetic ring which attracts
the cable, and works to counteract air
resistance which would stop the pendulum within a short period oftime. It
isdesigned tomaintainitsswingacross
a constant plane, so that any perceived
movement on the table is due to the
earth's rotation.
Foucault's pendulum is expected
to be used by the science and engineering students at Shawnee as well as by
students from area schools as part ofa
new emphasis on science education as

Phot'os by BIii Holmes

well as participation in the
statewide
Project Discovery.
Speaking to
the dedi~ation
guests was Dr.
Kenneth Wilson, the Hazel C.
Youngberg
Trustees Distinguished Professa ofl>ltysics at
The Ohio State
University and

Dr. Kenneth Wilson addresses audience.
Co-Principal Investigator of
. Project Discoveryin Ohio. Wilsonaddressedhis
remarks to the re. sponsibility of
teaching professionals in promoting interest
and providing
koowledge in the
Profe~sor Gary Gemmer explains pendulum experiment.
scienceandmafhemalicsfie~. His
goal is to implement a program,
focusing on professional develq>ment, which will enable teachers to
·By ,Anne Hackman•
and Dr. JaneButlerKahleofMiam.i· imfrove their skills in hands-on. sciuc Copy Editor
·
University as Principal Investiga- ence projects and the pedagogy assoForty-five middle~school teach- tors, the pfogram trains instructors,. ciated with them
Wilson, the recipient of the 1982
ers stood on the mezzanine of fJle and indirectly the students, to think
Nobel
Priz.e fa Physics, stated that
Vern Riffe Advanced Technology analytically and critically, and to
Center and dangled brightly.colored .find the answers to their own ques- studentsfocthemostpart''te.achthemwashers attached to various lengths tions through the acquisition of pto~
offishing line into the lobby below, lern-S<>l ving sJcills. Jointly funded
This hands-on project demonstrated by the NationalScience Foundation I"' .
. ....•....····. ··· I
.the affect ofgravity on acceleration, .(NSF) and the state of Ohio, Proj~t
ofthe applicatioiiSofFow:auit's ·D1Scovery is currently inyolv&:i with
pendulum. .
/
.. .· ··•••. . Dliddle-school teachers, t4oughjhe
The dedication of the Aristech · program tiltiritately ~ill expan<i tc>
Pendulum on J~
· include instructQrsJn &1ideSK~If
forum for tht; Physics Deparjl)lent.
The Soutliein Re 'ona} Coordi•t ~ of A~iate Profe~ Qigy .. Qa,tQ.rfor'Proje~tDi~vetyisD~vid
G
..· emme
. . ·. r afld A.s..•s.·istant .•.Pr
.•• .• esso
.····.·.....
·.·. ··· ••·Pr··•·•·£ • ..... f B' .. 1 F }
,
1~~ /
•·•· ·•T'-..it·
• ou ·• A.·ssoc1a..,
. o,essor o • 10Larry Looney; to
art as., .· • 1ogica($~1~tjce~ at Sha~ee.Sta~,
pe(:t of the Project Discqvery P~ Tocltexptj:in.ei;tli;pi:9'J'.ammtertns
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selves and others'' and that a program is
necessary to tap this "unused resource"
which in tum can ''motivate the unmotivated." HiswaicwithProjectDiscovery
is designed to do just that, by giving
teachers the tools and the "time to learn"'
which will then be used in the science and
mathematics ixograms foc stooents in
kindergarten as well as those enrolled in
post-secoodary~. Wilsoo's goal
is to develop a program which incaporates "cooperarive learning" in which
both students and te.achers contribute to
the pr~. Foucault's pendulum is a
toolwhichwillbeinstrumenlal in furthering this goal.
Aristech Chemical Caporationprovided furxlingfocthe pendulwnas partof
their canmitment to promcting engineering, science and mathematics programs. Smith Howland, a former
Wheelersburg resident and currently
Vice-President of Aristech's Industrial
Chemical Division in Pittsburgh, represented Aristech at the dedication. Representatives frcm the Haveihill, Ohio
plant were Ron Wolf, Plant Manager,
and Richard Flanery, Manager Administration and Production Planning.
Dr. DennisTravis,DeanofArts and

Sciences relayed Shawnee State's appreciation fa the generous donatioo,
referring to the pendulum as a ''marriage of technology and science'' and
a "major investment in the future. "
Travis congratulated Aristech fa its
faesight in providing a valuable educational resource for the community.
Too pendulum is expected to draw
university and local school students,
as well as a myriad of visitors who
display an interest in demonstrati~
of scientific processes.
Dr. Clive Veri, SSU President,
~gratitudefocAristech'scontribution which has the potenti
attract stooents to the university' sengineering program. As the University
continues to grow Jitysically, Focault's
peooulumisamanifeslationofthetechnical growth which ~ e s it
Too program conclooed with remarks by David Todt, Associate Professor, Biological Science at SSU.
Todt is the Southern Regional Coordinatorfoc PrqjectDiscovery,arevA~e
developmem Jl'Ogl'31ll sponsoo ,y
the National Science Foundation and
the Statewide Systemic Initiative Program.

Discount Computing Etc.
8 I 6 6th Street
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

Computers-Printers-Monltors-SoftwareScanners-C/D ROM-Voice Mail
Lease-Purchase $54.05
'r
..
Free Classes
-~*~,;: ·r~
::::-"'-.."'"r
- - ""'-.
-

~*"~}~
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Ohio's investment in higher education pays off
By Brian .J. Overman
UC News Editor

Toled>, Miami University, Northeast-

ern Ohio UniversitiesCollegeofMedi-

In additioo to revenue provided by
N<riml Ohio's institutioos, Bowlout-of-state stooents and visitas, these ing Green State .University, Medical
state-funded institutions have also College of Ohio, 300 The University of
brooght $428.9 millioo in revenue to Toleoo, JXOduced $1.4 billioo fer its
Ohio throogh federal subsidies fer~ regioo.
searcharostudentas.sistaceccmucted
The UniversityofAkron, Clevelaoo
through the universi- State University, KfJlt State University,
ties and colleges.
Natheastem Ohio Universities C.ollege
These institutioos of Medicine, and Yoong&0wn State
have also drawn 7.1 Universitycreated$2.2billiooferNcrilmillioo visitastotheir east Ohio.1
campuses in 1992.
Scuhwest Ohio received $3.4 bilThatis greaterthan
lion in revenue as aresuh of the Univercombined~ sity ofCincinnati, Central State UniverofDclyton-Spmgfield, sity, Miami University 300 Wrigli Slate
Cleveland-Akron- - University.
Lorain, CincinnatiOSUPresidertGeerespcmedtothe
Hamiltoo,300 Cohnn- repoos by saying Ibey prove that ''state
rus.
appqriatioo.sferOhio's~cmiverThe students, em- sities and medical colleges ncx ooly JllY
ployees and visitas of fer themselves, tu are investments that
Ohio State University, Ohio Univer- yield financial returns that are higher
sity, and Shawooe State University had than virtuallyanyotberalt«nativeuseof
a $3.7 billioo implCt oo Central 300 slate funds.''
Soulhern Ohio's ecooany. That is
•
eight times Ohio's $441.3 millioo in
Next Week: The University
subsidies to those inslitutioos. This Chronicle features Shawnee State
1epesentsthehigtrstrep<itedrevenue University'scmriluiootoOhio'secoprovided by ooe regioo.
IOnic future.

inccme and sales truces in 1992. In
additioo, those employees provided
$31.1 millioo in city and local taxes.
Accoolingtotherepoos, the visitas and students of these universities
and colleges have also spent an esti-

At a Jre$ conference oo Monday,
r,me 14, the Inter-University Council of cine, The Ohio State University, Ohio
· (IUC) released a series of reports University, The University ofToleoo,
entitled "Ohio's F.ducatioo Portfolio: Wright State University, Y-OW1g&OWI1
State University, and Shawnee State
(]lip lnvestl'mlt in Ohio's EcoUniversity.
mic Future."
The reports revealed
The presidentofKentState Univerthatless than 30% of the
sity, Cvol Cartwright, the p-esident of
Out-of-State Revenues
Ohio State University, E. Gorden Gee, fimdingferthese instituFlscal Year 1992
and the president of Wright State Uni- tions for fiscal year 1992
wasprovided bytheState
S3.8mlllon
versity and incaning chairman oflUC
Federal support tar .--------...._
of
Ohio.
This
means
that
Paige Mulhollen tmed the news coorel8IWC'1 and IIUdenl
....-ca
ferenceinwhich the l 6reportswerefirst fer every en dollar provided by Slate funding,
released to the Jd>(ic.
The reports coosisted of econcinic the inslitutioos provided
implCt statements flan each of the 2J dollars from ether
State of Ohio's 15 publicly-funded sources of revenue.
Therepats~
state universities 300 medical colleges,
·
that
127,500 jobs were
as well as a 16th repat which c.oosoli·
created
for Ohioans
dated this data to illusttate the overall
throughtheq:,eratiooandcapi,tal
speoo- mated $1.5 billioo oollars for offeffect of these institutioos oo Ohio's
ing of Ohio's public universities and campus l)ln'Chases, which is 125% of
econcmy.
Reports were prepared fer The medical colleges in fiscal year 1992. the state's totll in5tructiooal subsidies
University of Alam, Bowling Green That mnnber is appoximately equal to to these institutions. Of that $1.5
the number ofjobs created by the J>roc'... 6illioo, an estimated $339.8 millioo
State University, Central State University, University of Cincinnati, Cleve- taandGamble,MeadandRubbennaid camefiannoo-residentstudentswh:>
would ncx
be cootnbuting
laoo State University, Kent State Uni- corporations combined.
These
job
creations
have
been
reto
Ohio's
ecmJmy.
versity, Medical College of Ohio at

tfie

Plastics class saves SSU time and money~============~

By Martin Poston
UC Business Manager

When the State Health Department recently set new health
and safety regulations, Roger
Scherer's Plastics 215 class
~prang into action . Last
Nednesday, the 28 member
class unveiled new covers for
the swimQters' starting blocks,
located in the James A. RhOdes
Sports Center.
The Health Department recently passed a new regulation
which required that starting

Back To School Special
'Sl5.95 oil change special

lnctuduoilfilterand up to fiyequarts of
oil, compleJe chassis lube

l

available at

K1lttel'1 BP Service Center
Gallia & Waller Streets

'lite1'1 Raclater & Air C..llltleug Shep

Roger Scherer (Associate Professor of Plastics), Cindy Schultz
(lead, Sports Center) and the Plastics 215 class pose with their
creations.

2026 Robinson Avenue

JC1ltte1'1 Muffler & Brake Shop
2109 11th Street

Mastercard/Visa Accepted
100/e dhooum(NI labor with~ ID

Raise a Cool

$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK!

$$$$, FREE lRAVEL AND

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus

Programs t-800-327-6013.

PLUSSJOOOFOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
Ne obliaation. No c..t.
Yoaaltoacta FREE

HEADPHONE RADIO
jatforcaW1111
1-800-93~21, Eat. 65

Knittel's
Air Conditioning
and

Radiator Shop
Mastercard and Visa Accepted

~......,_..CIIMI._.._..__.
$15.95 Oil Change Soecial

2026 Robinson Ave. f~:f230
I0% dis<XJIIIII on labor will, SSU ID
IIICI.._ oH filter aad ll!P •_5 ~rta
ef .U aadnapletecliatlh lial,e

blocks by pools
must be co~ered.
If they could not
be
covered,
then they had to
be removed
when not in
use. However,
there was no
room to store
the blocks in
the natatorium.
The plastics
class' solution:
We'll make our
own.
The starting
blocks, comprised of cardboard and a
thermosetting
polyester with
woven glass
cloth, were de-

BILL KNITTEL'S BP
•
•
•
•
.
•
•

Complete Mechanical Work

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BRAKES
BATTERIES
Mastercard 1111tl
ACCESSORIES V,sa Acup~tl
TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

GaUlaA WallerSu.

P9l'Ua8lldl

signed, manufactured, and painted
bythestudents. Theideasavedmooey
and time for the University. Acccrding
to Cindy Schultz, Spms Cenler Manager, the starting block covers would
have cost aboot $70-$90 each from a
poolshq>.

Discover continued from pa&e 6

to make the study of "g" (ac-

celeratioo/gravity) a more easily
Wlderstood con~
Project Discovery was established just last year. In one year
of operation it has laid a solid
foundation for the growth of a
partnership between industry,
parents, teachers, c~unity erganizations and others, in order
to encourage a resurgence of interest and increased competence
in both basic and applied scientific and technical fields ofstudy.
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The importance PhiTheta Kappa

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

What it really is

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

By Kathi .Jo Arnold
uc features Editor
Phi Theta Kappa, also known

and a full menu o°f soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. • 9:00p.m., Monday thru Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m. • 4 p.m., Saturday

In lhe U,aiver II Center
Stability
Income Training
Merit Promotions
Benefits
Are these things important to you? If
so, the leading sales organization of a
Fortune Service 500 Company seeks 2
individuals, M/F who are ready to
make a career decision with job satisfaction and financial security. If you're
oflegal age, goal oriented, and ready
for a career . opportunity, then call
Monday only 7-9 pm for a confidential appointment.
Chuck Marquess 3S3-1999

~~~f&~:~os.

LOANS
.
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE

ltUSICAL INSTRUltENTS
YPEWRITERS

, .

STATE LICENSED
137 Gallia St.
l>AWNBROKER Portsmouth

B&B
INC.
353-4250

open 6 day, a week
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CLA.SSIFIEDS, .PERSONA.LS, BUY A.ND SELL ITEMS

$1 00 FOR 30 WORDS,

PAYMENT IN ADVANCE

355-2278 OR MA'SSIE 411
Todresatanislicpersonwhoreplied
DO YOU HAVE BROKEN CD
to my CIJlfSD'Vtllive Otristian ad: Gd o
CASES? Slightly used CD casesfor
life! Actlllllly,IfOtllfditamusing,ape- sale. Why pay $1.50 ordering new
ones? Used CD Jewel boxesfor only
dolly COltlingftom "" idiot.
Fruto good home: One burned $0. 75! Contact Manson in the newsout Editor-In-Chief. 355-2276.
room, 411 Massie. ext. 278 or 355For Sole: Couch and chair, good 2278. Supplies are short. so liuny
condiJion.Asking$150.00. Call 574- and get yours now!
CongNtullltions to the 1993
4316.
Wlllft to Tr11wl Free, Earn Cash
SSU DentalHygiene OtlSSonpusand Resume Experience? Students nad
ing your exoms. Good luck 1111d I'll
Organizations call College Tours to
miss most ofyou. Signed, KZ.
CALL

Join our team! We have 25 years experience, great prices, hotels and destinations. Call l (800) 959-4SUN. Ad.
Antntion singles! IAreyou tired of
being alone? Looking for something
different? Join The Singles Club. Many
activities for people looking for new
friends and those interested in fun activities. Members range from 17-87
years old. More than 60 current members call KAREN AUSTIN at 614-35432ll ifno answer leave message. Ad.

Tb.is S11ac:e:
·f&r Rent ·.

Non-unomlnation11I Bibk St,uly.
Monday's at J2:00 Noon Founder's
Room. University Center. Students,
Faculty, andSlaffWelcome. Sponsored
by SSU Campus Ministry. Ad.
Looking for folb to pllly pick-up
games ofstrret hockey on rollerblad,s.
Ageanduperlence doesn't matter. See
Dr. Tony Dzik in Business Annex 133
or call 355-2326. Ad.
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Hey Ms. MUH1en! Congrtltlllll-

tions on pt1ssing your ex11m. Now
hurry up ond get a job so you con
buyyourulfonewcor 11ndoslightly
uud 1993 Comoroforme! Signed,
Mr. Zornes
F~e to good home: 9 month old
female cat. Has shots. Loves children and playing. Call 574-4316
and leave message.
WIU type esSll)'S, term p11~. etc.,

Sl.00 per page. Call 353-0354. Ad.

For Sole: 64 Toyottl Tercel 5speedwagon. 4wdoptional. Loaded:
am/fmstereo, tapes, air, cruise. 2733 MPG. New brakes, muffler,
tires, battery. etc. One owner.
$2000. Call 353-2463. Ad
I love """ miss yo11 •IL It's lolfely

inKentlleky. Jf11nyone wtu1tsaf~NI
or penpol Wri1' me: D•lel St,wert
P.O. Box1026,Et'tuts,Ky. 40828.AII
ktlers wekome. Atl.
Do1111tions to die ·Daniel SteWart
Fund are now being accepted at Star
Bank on Chillicothe Street. All contributions accepted. No amount is too
s,nall. Thank You. Ad

as PTK, is one of Shawnee State's
present student organizations. This
prestigious organization was
founded by various college presidents in Columbia, Missouri in
1918. In 1929 Phi Theta Kappa
. was officially chosen as the only
American honor society for twoyear colleges by the American
Association of Junior Colleges. A
neighborhoodof35,000peopleare
initiated annually all across the
U.S.
The organization is based on
academic achievement. Members
are required to have and maintain
a GPA of3.5 or better to be in the
group. For some people this may
seem like a stressful idea because
they would be worried about they
could keep their GPA up that high.
I can spealc from 2 quarters of
experience; once you sign up and
pay your dues, you do not really
think twice about it. I never sat and
worried all through a quarter about
whether I would get to stay in the
group because of my grades; I concentrated more on my classes and
just let whatever happens happen.
I still have that attitude. For people
who join and then their grades slip,
they aren't immediately kicked out
of the group or embarrassed in any
way. Instead, they 're put on probation as an inactive member for the
following quarter.
The PTK doesn't only expect
you to keep your grades high; there
are also a lot of benefits that go
with bejPg a member of the Phi
Theta kappa. For instance, when
filling out a resume, being able to
say that you 're a member of the
prestigious PTK can also get
golden honor stoles to wear and
sport during graduation. There are
also many fun activities that are to
be scheduled by the officers of the
PTKduring the course ofa person's
membership.
Just this past spring quarter new
officers were elected to SSU's
chapter of the PTK. The officers
were chosen as follows: Rebecca
Meeker, President; Michelle
Vastine, Vice President; Kathi Jo
Arnold, Secretary/freasurer; and
Madeline Moles, Public Relations
Officer.
If you qualify and would like to
become a member of this organization feel free to stop by the Phi
Theta Kappa office in the University Center (Student Organizations

Alpha Theta Sigma

area). Office hours are posted on
the door. We encourage anyone
who qualifies to check the group out
for yourself.
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The tale of a tall blonde and the Moose~~~~~

.A' Ramada Comedy Club review
Diana L,. Ulsh
UC Staff Writer

Michigan. Mary currently lives near
Detroit, but is originally from LickAt first I was hesitant to commit ing County, Ohio. Her show was
to writing a review and doing an great, appealing to the underinterview. After all, my articles tend thirtysomething crowd, although
o be about children or about human older folks would enjoy it also, as her
compassion (or the lack thereof).
jokes are only slightly off-color, not
After much encouragement at all dirty or offensive.
from the UC staff and various ediThe second comic of the night
tors, pen in hand, I took myself off was Bruce "The Moose" Goodman,
to the Ramada, hoping I could ful- whom you may have seen on Fox or
fill my commitment.
Showtime. Bruce is a man of rather
I met the helpful and courteous short stature, and says he got started in
Mr. Jim Oliver, who showed us(my
comedy because~ "gottiredofpeq,le
co-writer and I) to a table right next laughing at him for free."
to the stage. There was a fairly
Bruce was on for about an hour,
good-sized crowd of people, ea- with topics ranging from childhood to
gerly anticipating the show.
marriage, spcrts to politics, and everyThe first comic to appear was thing in between He frequently asked
Mary Miller, whom you may have for verbal audience pahicipatioo, or a
seen on ''The Monte/ Williams·· show ofhands, but few were willing to
show. She has also written a book admit anything to this quick-thinkcalled The Ultimate Dumb Blonde ing man. Bruce's humor provided
Joke Book, which was published by the audience with a different view of
Push Pull Press ofFarmington Hills, the funny quirks of humanity.

After the show, I had a chance to ago.
sit down and talk to Mary Miller,
I asked Mary what her ''big
which was a wonderful experience break'' was, the best thing that had
forme.
happened for her career. She said that
I asked her about the first time she although the national exposure from
was twd to be funny. She related this television appearances was helpful,
great story about the club she first the single factor which has helped
wcxkedat. The week before her show, her career the most was signit)g-on
the club had been a strip joint, but with the Funny Business Agency, in
had quickly changed to a comedy Grand Rapids, Michigan. Through
club. Soquickly,infact,thatthestage Funny Business, she gets bookings
was still raised six feet above the in Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan,
audience, many of whcm were un- which enables her to be relatively
aware of the change of program. So, close to her hare and family.
when Mary walked out (in a shat
I asked her what her family-Mom
skirt!!), she got an unexpected reac- aoo two older trothers-thouglx about
tion from the crowd!
her career as a comic. She told me that
Mary loves her job, though, and they think it's great, aoo are very
really appreciates the fact that she gets supportive, but aren't quite sure if
paid for what she loves to do. She said being a comic is a "real job"!!
it was a shame that so many people
Mary, an almost-six-foot-tall
do not enjoy their work. Mary was a blonde, has a petite roommate
secretary and part-time comic-until
(who owns a cat), aoo a Golden
her company reorganized her right .Retriever. I asked her what her roanout of a secretarial job about a year . mate thought of the height/size dif-

ference jokes, and Mary said the
response was favorable. I can understand that, because although her
jokes are incredibly funny, none of
them are mean or hurtful.
I think people gravitate towards
the familiar, and I found Mary's
point ofview aboutshatmenwell-~
aoo right on the nx>ney. Although she
was extremely funny, much of what
she jokes about can be a real part ofa
persons life.
I wish all of you could have been
there to experience the light- hearted
side of life and hwnanity that Mary
Miller and Bruce Goodman presented
last Thursday niglx.
The Nellie Peck Lounge at the
Ramada Inn is definitely the place to
be oo Thursday nights.
Thanks toJeffAlbrecht,SallyiliM;

Jim Oliver, Philip Thieken, Joe
Leightenheimer, and all the staffoJ the
Nellie Peck Lounge and the Ramada
Inn for their time and help.

Coming
this week
to
Ramada's
Comedy
Club is...

l'!l!J!PJ!~!~! BOGART'S
!EVENT

OATIE

W l! D•JUN 30

TH U..J UL

t

OOORS

THE RUMBLE WITH 3 FAT MICE . FISH ON THE MOON,
PARENTAL OISCRETION , VITAL ACT, HYMEN ,
OOOMSLAYEA , SOULSTICE a BELLIGERENCE 7 :00PM
JOHNNY CLEGG

a SAVUKA

7:00~M

TICKETS
Stl .50•

S1 1.75112 .75

F"l·JUL 2

THE RUMBLE

7 : 30 ....

sa .5o•

SAT•JU\.. 3

NEW POWER GENERATION

7 :30PM

SI 0.00111 .00

TUW.·JUL 6

THE RUMBLE

7:00PM

s&.5o•

F"l •JUL 9

THE RUMBLE

7:30PM

se .so•

THE RUMBLE

,:30PM

••~so•

F"l•JUL 16

---

JOHN MAYALL a THE ltLUESl!IREAKERS

7 :30 .. M

$12.75/13 .75

MON·JUL 19

THE RUMBLE

7:0() ....

scsr50•

SI 0.00.'I 1.00

SAT·JUL 10
SUN·JUL 11
THU•JUL15

'7..JC

BASH & POP

THE RUMBLE

7:00PM

11 ia7

7 :oo ....

181,0•

Wl!O-JUL 21

DEATH, SACRIFICE a GOFtEFE&T

7 :00 ....

THU•JUL 22

AMERICA

7:00 ....

SI ~- 7511 • .75

SUN•JUL 25

BURNING SPEAR

7:00PM

•• 1'~ 75112.79

MON•JUL 215

THE RUMBLE

7:00NII

TUE•JUL 27

THE RUMBLE

7:oo ....

...so•
...so•

TUll•AUG 10

LOS LOBOS

7:00~N

St ·:s.!75'1 •• 75

' '
nc..ns BOGAlrrS, TICKnMASffR • 7 ~ ,.. L.OC.M. 1 1 1 ~ w,_;•111..,
:Z...
IEVl:Nn.lNO:: Sl:9•281-8400
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ICE-T: Nothing incredibly new here

Also an early 2limpse of the Dan "the man" Quayle's museum

I recentJy read a story about
Dan Quayle ' s hometown building a Dan Quayle Museum. One
resident assured the press that
it "was not a joke."
I'll tell you, I sure hope it
isn't. Dan Quayle was a big
enough joke by himself, and I
don't think America could take
another joke of that caliber

without liter ally
1au g hi n g
themselves

to death.
I can see it now: ''Ladies
and gentlemen, to your right is
the Murphy Brown/Alternative
Lifestyle Room, and to your left
is Vice-President Quayle's
fifth-grade spelling bee trophy
(no doubt won by default)."
Jeez, what a nightmare.

In 1991 , lce-T broke new
growxl in music when he put together
a heavy-metalish rap groop, called it_
Body Count, and released an album
entitled Cop Killer. The album spoke
out against police brutality, racism,
aoootherserioustopics, whileproviding that little twib't 1hat ooly Ice-T can
give.
Unfortunately, a few peq,le who
claimed to be a majority said that the
track "Cq, Killer" was offensive, so
they tried to get it yanked off the

shelves. Therefore, some store chains
(gutless fools, no doubt) bowed down
to these groups and pulled the album.
Chalk one up to the Anti-First
Ameooment Groups, folks. The nusic industry is getting soft on us. .
Now Ice--T has returned, minus
BodyCowit, withHomelnvasion. To
be honest, it isn't much different,
except for taking away the metal
edge, and the subject matter is a
little bit broader. Forgive me, I doo't
listen to much rap. Anyway, Ice-T

adheres to his usual style, covering
topics like racism, police brutality,
l:rutalizingthepolice,lifeonthe streets
and sex (~ usual), employing th
trademarlc lmk aoo bite we all know.
Sane norewonhy tracks includ
"IceMFT," "Hcxnelnvasial," "Race
War," "Hit 1be Fan," aoo "99 Problems." Ice-T hasn't made many
changes, but that isn't a ood thing. It's
still a pretty good albwn. ••• 112
Martin Postin ts the
UC Busin·ess Manager

Stephen. Free.and Band receive recording contract
I

From Duck Run to Philadelphia========------=--===--=====--==--;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

By Kathi Jo Arnold

UC Features Editor
Just in the past year, we have
rocked by quite a number of local
places from parks to bars. A band we
should all be familiar with by now is
Muddle Pudding, who have taken
yet another step towards fame and
stardom. Now called Stephen Free
and the Muddle Pudding Band, consists of: Stephen Free (a Scioto
County resident and lead singer), Jo ·
Jo Pero (drummer), and Jonathan
Starkey (rhythm guitarist>'. Pero and
Starkey both hail from Philadelphia,
PA. Stephen Free and the Muddle

Pudding Band is proud to announce
its new record deal with Shad
O'Shea of Fraternity Records.
O'Shea, the label's president, has
worked with such talent as
Aerosmith and The Charlie
Daniel's Band. Free and Muddle
Pudding had formerly been putting out albums via Shark productions, which is the label of Jo Jo
Pero.
Getting this new contract with
Fraternity Records is a big plus for
the publicity ofthe group. Through
their new record label their music

will automatically be sent to
radio stations all
over the nation.
Also, as with
any .studio recordings, they
will have the
back-up of steel
guitar sound,
which will add
more body and
character to the
already awesome sounds of

the band.
The band's major goal is to
write and perform songs that deal
with important issues today, but
not to tell people how to live their
lives. Free and Muddle Pudding
even have a song about our inmate
situation, which happened back in
April at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility. The song is entitled
"Siege at Lucasville" and will be
included on their CD, which will be
released sometime around October
or November. Th~y will be recording this CD at Le_gosa Studios in
Cincinnati, August 1 - 12.
When asked about his feelings
and views on their music Jo Jo Pero
said, ''Sometimes music is realer
than reality itself." He has a very
positive attitude towards their new
record and has high hopes and_expectations for the coming fall.
Stephen Free and Muddle
Pudding's upcoming July da~es are

as follows:
July 1: Stephen Free at Eula's
Murray Street Pub at 8:00 pm.
July 9-10: Auditions strictly
for a bass player and a lead guitr
ist. The guys want people who a...
professional and drug-free. This
will be held at Eula's Murray Street
Pub, formerly Thompson's, for
those interested. The band will play
at 8:0Qpm.

Stutg~ o.6 tke
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Loo:mz,aPa1smJuthnative,came ~ o fan effective messmenpocems fa the Council and set the agenda
to SSU in the Fall Quarter of 1992 fian
fathe cae. The 1988teamnc'Aed
for the full Comcil ~ -''
Laentz agreed that with the NCA the University of Patland. He received a' 'serioosneed fatheeslablishmemof
•w~ participate in the direct loan
· On May 2l, the SSU Student . repcrtthattheretreaisand~ hisdoctaate in Near E.astem Studies at a sygesnofnmitoongand supervisioo
program to continue participatioµin se~te passed a resolution opposing werenotservingtheirintendedpirpose.
of the general edlJCatia:i oore. •• While
Princeton.
GSL programs, as well as consoli~ Clinton'soriginalplanoffull imple" The two day retreats were held ''to
the 1993 team recognizes that ssu has
dating the SLS and non.subsidized mentation of the direct govt}rnmenf create a sense of <XXmUllity'' am;xig NCA Report
lakensteps toimpuve the GE cae, this
•oanprograin$andstrengtheningthe lending progrant
·· ·· ·
the Cm faculty, he said L<rentz slated
Editor'sNote: ThisistheunediJed part of the baccaJaun:are cmiculum is
. .-nti~ernent language for students.
·. As StudentSenate president, Joe that oomultants were hooght in to dis- section ofthe preliminary North ee,i. still weak.
f Tbcirnas L. Corilan, Jr., Presi, . Harris is also a member ofthe suite . cuss the program and the philosoply tra/Association 's (NC.f. 's) report taken
InackiresQngthe.,eissues,therewly
lentandCEOofOhio'slargesfoon. steeriJ:ig committee dealing· with •· behioo it, oot there was very little in the from pages 15-17. The NC.f. is SSU's established Core Advisory Council
profit secondary market of student highereducation'sconcemsregard- way ofapplication er how to teach.such accreditation institution. The only addi- will need to develop appropriate
loans, Student
Funding, said ing the direct government lerping . an inoovative i:rogram. Furthenn<xe, tions with.in the document are addedfor procedures and objectives. The
of the plan. "Ohioans should be . program.
he added there W$ a "tendency fa the reader ·s benefit in brackets. []. Council's membership should reAlthough Harris w~ unavaib discus.goos to go into tangents and not otherwise the work is untouched or flect faculty representation and votpleased by this action. Clearly, the
committee responded to .the con~ able . for comment on the .
to have focus.''.
ing rights fer each of the colleges.
unedited.
cems of students, school officials; Kennedy-Pell plan, theS~ntSen~
The Cm retreat scheduled fa this
SSU President Clive Veri po- The Council should hold regularly
and the education lending commu~ ate has agreed to confiriue to
)al' was cancelled due to the lack of vided the .following infonnation to scheduled meetings with an agenda
11tt>' by agreeing to first ·test. the . the-possibility ofa pilot program for available
funds. SSU has experienced The Chronicle with the report. ''The which includes (I) establishment
direct government lending con~ direct government lending. · · . financial p'Obbm in the last year inter- report in its current fmn is still a and periodic review of objectivts,
cept' • ·
·
··
In response to direct goyem..
nally and fian Ohio btxlget cuts in the recanmendatioooftheteamandNOT (2) continuous monitoring methods,
Conlan cominented that the plaJl ·ment lending .programs, Shawnee . area of higher education. However, the Cotnrnis.goo 's actions. The repcxt and (3) development of specific as..achieves.federal savings as well as State University president Dr. Clive Lcrempcinledcutherepobdiywwld in its current form is sttictly a recan- sessment for each course.
President Clinton's other national Veri has previously stated that SSI.f not have been a retreat even ifthe funds mendatioo and it woo't be until the
Related concerns which the Adgoals of tmiversal access to ·higher is •'absolutelyfor.theprogram, givet1 were available because of the apadty ~ i o n meets in August that of- visory CoWlcil may wish to explae
education, manageable repayment thatifdoesnotreducefundsincur~ · cooceming the i:rogram.
ficial actioo will be taken. Actioo can include (1) the high percent ofpartoptions and loan simpliffoatfon. .· . rent federal studentgrantprogramsi;.
Lorentz noted that with a new only be taken by the C.ommissioo and time faculty teaching core English
program, such as the Core, the NCA the Commission· is free to reverse courses, (2) the perceived (by stuCore continued from pa1:e I
dents and the NCA) inflexible GE
team
may have unfairly judged it everything if they decide."
The Core stresses as quoted in "The rroblem is that on lllPCI' we have
equivalence college credit transfercertain
areas
for
lack
of
understandthe SSU Student Handbook, a very unique andambitioos i:rogram.
in policy and granting of core credit
ing.
He
stated
that
NCA
may
have
General
F,ducation
Core
" ...knowledgeisrncxeinlmelatedthd One of the p-oblemshas been that it is
fer
an advanced level_ course in a
been
making
comparisons
with
trahas
been
made
since
the
fragmented; introcb:tioos to special- difficulttoputthatimopractice,theway
student's
major, (3) providing a
ditional
programs
that
offer
many
1988 NCA visit with the General &bized disciplines are rarely syooptic er it was set oot the<ntically. Am ooe of
minimum
of
three sectiom per core
coursesanddoesnotinterrclatethem
catioo
cae
and
with
the
faculty's
genreflective; and aaxnmunityofscholars the c:oncermofNor1h Camal was to the
course
offering
per quarter and (4)
like
the
SSU
Core.
eral
accepcance
of
the
Ohio
Tramfer
must be crealed in cn1er to model the
degrtC we have."
providing quality student advising.
Also,
the
NCA
felt
that
the
Cm
Module
reca:nmendatiom
However,
foon and substance of an educated
L<rentz feels that thefindings is a
The junior-level applied ethics
perscn" The pogram itself can be clear"calltoactim"a.,hepoimoot )XOgJ'8m lacked areal vehicle er assess- significant isles remain fa tramfers
ment. Lorentz said, "One ofthe things, whodonotcxxnelftler'modulen,quire- course, the structured community
summed up by its Mmioo Staremenl, that the repcrtdoes not reflect anything
''Recognizingthe~ofkrowl- the majmty of the Cm faculty did not in general. that Nath Omal has ex- me:nts such as SSU requiring two GE service component and the capstone
instituticm senier seminar are viewed as innoedge, values, and cultural enrichment, already know. HefeelstheCm'scen- ixessed that we [SSU] have not ad- cae credit hours fian
their
IDier'
that
was
toolqin~creditoourin
the
Shawnee vation and progtessive. Also, the
ShawneeStateUniversityiscoomued tral poblern is, "There has been an
lrought
up
ireviol&y
[in
1988)
er
at
English.{literature and writing across
GEcxxe.
to teaching students to think critically, • erosioninsupp<XtduetoSOOlC~
least
not
them
to
the
eXlln
Facuhy
colloqliwn,
GE
cae
rethe cinicula
appear to be of
and to oommunica1e effectively. The that we have." Laentz believes that
thattheyfeltitrequired.
Aooclearlythat
highcplity.
But,
the
Ge
cue appears to
treats
and
cae
faculty
pesentatioos
Universitywillfa;aerscholarlyllkpIY, solutiooswilloolyoome fiana "Uniis
a
challenge
set
fath
in
the
repcrt
that
have
been
offered
in
an
effcrt
to
imlack
in
depCh
in sevml area
Jntegrative learning. and an interdisci- . versity-widecommitmemtotheCm."
requires
us
to
give
ourselves
a
serioos
including
art,
nuic,
speech,
caq,utJXOve
the
GE
cae.
The
asses&nent
plinary approach to knowledge ... ''
L«entz felt that the siz.e of dae
self-wessment
of
where
we
are.''
ing,
pambly
histcry,
political
scim:e,
documentation
provided
by
the
cae
However, the investigative team retreats, bums, and canmittees deLorentzwishestomdytheCm,in coc.-dinata [cae coc:rdinatoriscapital- hral1hand Jil)SC81 ~ fian NCA found probbm in the Cm railed their usefulness. He feels smaller
Review ofmeeting minmes ofthe
and its ability to meet its oijectives. bodies within the Cm Cooncil wwJd the(xy and applicatioo, to sane degree izedlalerintherepoo] [atthis time ofthe
before
ccxning
with
a
~
v
e
GE
Cae Cooncil and meetings with
repat,
Dr.
Alexan:ler
Alex
woo
is
ProThey ~iz.ed the Cm f e r ~ speed the efficiency of the changes.in
bluqxint.
He
slated
that
the
ootcane
of
the
GE
c.oootinata, varioos facuhy
fessocof&xnnucs]tellmtoshow
little
with the tramfer of credits (see note in the i:rogram. The Cm Cooncil is curoor
asses,gnent
will
guide
the
program
and
the
Cooncil
did oot provide evievidence
that
these
activities
have
rerelated stcry), lacka-weakness in cer- rently made up of 22 members: 17
and
its
use
of
reoommendalims
of
the
dence
of
adequate
response to 1988
sulted
in
establishing
c.cxe
coorse
acarea, pooc developnent, v ~ members, foor ex officio (nooNCA.
Heslatedthathewill
be
open
with
concerns.
It
appears
that the fundacoonlability,
inimp"Oving
communicaand the lack of p-oper assesmient.
voting) members, and the Cm Directhe
UniversityQmmnityasdecisKn
mental
questions
were
not answered
tion
am;xig
cae
facuhy,
in
JXOviding
TheChronic/espokewilhtheCm's ta. The 17 ~membersCOOQStofa
...i:wDirectaincmertogethisrespcme repesentativefianthe I0Cmcanes, are made and in1)lemented. oot much inlegrati(xloftheareand'erthedevel- and still need to be addressed.
andplam fer the program in light ofthe a rep-esemative fian each of the can- research is needed.
repclt.Dr. John Loo:mz,.Ass:x:iale Pro- posi.tioo coorses (Ill, ll 2, US), a~ Lorentz staled that~
fessoc ofHistay, officially became the resenlative fer all three of the canes, wooldbewelcaneclfian
new Cm Directa on June 18. Dr. and a rei:resentative fian F.ngineering the SSU O:mnunity on
Alexander Alex, PrdessocofEcaun- Technologies, Allifd Health, and Busi- the program.
When the Orronic/e
famerly held the position of Cm
woo do not cifer Cm cwses.
Swn-n..-.. 'l,--10,,,..
He Slated, ''It was toolargetowaic asked him if students
Directa.
F,1,-s.+. 11,--,.rJ..iJI,-,.
Laentzwaseleceedtothetwo year with efficiency. What I have done im- wwJd have a method of
""' ,;:Jllc/1.-11 .Siu•+
position by the Cm Cooncil, that was mediately, to set up aSteering Canmit- direct inpJt 00 the (m
he
said,
''In
scxne
fam
fooned earlier in the )al'. Every two tee."ThiscmuniUeewillcamofthe
years the Core Directawill oomeupfa three chairs of the Camlittees of As- eranotherhrewill be a

Loa.n continued •from pa~e 1•

Loan

new.·.
pursue

a vote of coofidence. Ifhe'she tails the
vote then electioos fa Directa will be
held, otherwise, the cunm positioo
holder will retain the office.
Laentz told The Orronic/e that the
pimary poblern ofthe CORE is to JU
the program in paxis. unntz slale(i,

sessnm, Senia Seminar, and Can-

munity Involvement. Also there will
be two appointed positi<m and the
Cm Direcfa will sit 00 the Steering
c.cmniUee. This cx.tldlu.ttee will met
ooce aweek. Lcrcm said, •'This is the
cxxnmittee that will focus 00 the 000-

[direct]medlodb~

student ~ - I will
see to it that tlBe will

be." He added that he
wwldhavetomeet with
the On Carmittee to
appove a mednt.

It'.s

Q
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.POltt'SMOtrl'H, OH 4'5662-4344

Portsmouth Explorer Player Roster
,
Position Players
JUNE-JULY

1993

PORTSMOUTH
EXPLORERS
• BASEBALL .
SCHEDULE

FRONTIER LEAGUE
BASEBALL

{25

1

SAT

26

tfij\ Chi
2

3

WESTERN DIVISION
Portsmouth Explon:n • Chillicothe Paints
Lancaster Scouts • Zanesville Greys
GAME TIMES
Single games Mon •Sat 7 p.m. (unless noced)
Single games Swulay 2 p.m. (unless noced)
DH July S, 4 p.m.
DH July 6, 5:15 p.m.
DH July 22
Home Games in SHADED AREAS

• alternate site
DH Doubleheader
• 8 P.M. Games CPO• Champ. Playoffs
EASTERN DIVISION
Tri • St.ate Tomahawks
Paintsville/ Pikeville Rifles
Wayne Co. Coal Sox • Ohio Valley Redcoats
TICKET PRICES

Reserved .......................................$ 4.00

General Adm:-··•--N-••-•--'----.S 3.00
Senior Citi:r.ens and wider 12....... S 2.00
4 and under FREE
FOR '.\'!ORE INFO CAI.L 354.3453

_______________________________

.__

Allan Alley

C/B

Rick Bender

IF

Jeff Bocclerl
Steve Buso
Matt Kennaw
Todd McCoy
Scott McGinnis
John Nunziato
Chris Paglia
Jeff Poole
Jim Ridenour
Nell Schaffner
Mark Stokes
Jeff Brown

OF/C
C/OF
18/P

Utll.
Utll.

ss
IF
IF

Utll.

OF
SS/CF

Shawnee State

u:

Davidson College .:.
St. Bonaventure U.'
Malone College
Shawnee State U.
Otterbein College
Shawnee State U.
W. Va. Wesleyan Co • e
· St. Bonaventure U.
Thomas More Colleg'ftembroke State U.
Union College
Grambling State U.

Pitchers

Bowllng Green State U.

W. Va. State College
Malone College
Cumberland College
Howard Payne U.
Franklin Marshall College
Morehead State U.
Northwestern State U •

Lance Daniels
Todd Hoffman
Shawn Little
Steve Meddock
Chris Rebman
Kurt Tomps«:>n
_,
Dominic Viola

Portsmouth Explorers Baseball Schedule

Reds Tickets Are Still
Available
Reds and Cubs

New Sports Edito·r Makes Promise
By Mark Bauer

UC Sports Editor
being he could
As the new UC Sports Editor
notcovereverything, because
let me introduce myself to the students, faculty and staff at Shawnee
heneverhadany
State University and the uroundsupport writers
ing coomunity. My name is Marie
behind him, I
Bauerandlamastudemmajaingin
will do my best
the Paralegal program. I am also the
to get help, or I
Public Relatiom Coordinator of the
will do it myParalegal Associatioo, this is my first
self. Two, I will
year in the i:rogram. I have always
have a basket
been a spa1s en1husia& most of my ment and the students. I feel without the · available somewhere in the athletic de-life, so this positioo should come studentstherewouldrabeasponsJllge Jm1Jnen1fcrthecoochesandanybodywro
naturally to me.
oc a college newspiper.
has re&llts of games, stats, swnmaries a
I will try to do the best job
I sincerely hope that I can cover suggestiom to make my job a little bit
~ble as your sports editor, for everythingftomlmretballtowrokoows easier.
both me and the University. I hope to what I believetodoajobright, yoohave
Ifanyooe would like to help me, I can
doanadequatejobaspast~ toknowalotaboutthesubjecttodoitthe be reached at The University Chronicle
T001 Davis. I am certain to get the way it should be done. I will get the office in Massie Hall, Room 411 , or call
most oot of this pagtioo, by getting job done. Before Tommovedon,he me at 355-2278 and leave a message.
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Students

Anyone interested in a career
as an athletic trainer, please
come to the athletic office
located in the
Activities Center. This is a
challenging and
rewarding career.

Monday July 19, .7:35 p.m.

The reserved seats are in Riverfront Stadium in
Centerfield
Green Section fro $20 apiece

Transportaion is provided in the
deal,!

Contact Gene Beckett in the Learning Center
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or phone 355-2277 (EXT.227)

tudyj

Mondays at 12:00 Noon in the Founder's Room of the University Center

SSU Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome
Sponsored by the Campus Ministry

